Bathroom Cleaner
AlmaWin cleaning products are convincing through best quality
regarding protection of the environment, dermatology and
efficiency. Our ecological ingredients are very skin mild and gentle
to the skin and they are successfully dermatologically tested. Our
ingredients are based on raw materials of vegetal and mineral
origin – if available certified organic. AlmaWin renounces on
synthetical colorants, perfums and preservatives, on petrochemical
ingredients and on nanotechnology. Genetic engineering is of
course a no-no, too.
All ingredients are bio-degradable and of natural origin.

Ingredients:
<5% nonionic surfactants (saccharoidal surfactants), perfums (essential peppermint oil*),
*certified organic. Further ingredients: water, lactic acid, citric acid, vegetal fatty acid
glycerides. 100% of the ingredients are of natural origin.
Characteristics:
Removes lime and soap residues. The bathroom cleaner with lactic acid and citric acid is
effective against lime and protects at the same time faucets and materials. It leaves
brilliant cleanliness and a pleasant fresh smell.
Dosage:
Squirt surface all-over, levigate and let react according to degree of soiliness (approx. 1-5
minutes), then wipe and rinse. Please damp tile joints before use. Please test the product
for suitability in a discreet area first. Do not use on marble, limestone or not acid-resistant
materials.
For stubborn lime scalings: please saturate a cloth with bathroom cleaner and put the
cloth for some time on the scaled places or wrap the faucet. Then rinse with clear water
and rub it down.
Product sizes:
500 ml – bottle with sprayer - ENVIRONMENTAL HEROE: made from 100 % PET
100 ml – small bottle, perfect for trips and vacation
20l - canister
Application:
in the bathroom for faucets, sinks, bathtubs, tiles, against lime residues also on glass.
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